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NETWORKED 
WE ARE DENSELY NETWORKED WITH CREATIVE, POLICY, BUSINESS, AND CIVIC LEADERS IN  
A CITY KNOWN FOR RADICAL INNOVATION.

A PROGRAM OF HYBRID DESIGNERS: STRATEGISTS, ECOLOGISTS, SYSTEMS THINKERS, 
SOCIOLOGISTS, NEUROSCIENTISTS, ARTISTS, AND TECHNOLOGISTS WHO 
ARE COMMITTED TO USING DESIGN TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD.

A PROGRAM FOR PROFESSIONALS
LATE AFTERNOON AND EVENING CLASSES ACCOMMODATE EARLY AND MID-CAREER CREATIVES 
WHO WANT TO HONE THEIR DESIGN SKILLS TO DRIVE POSITIVE CHANGE.

WE 
REIMAGINE 
WHAT 
DESIGN CAN 
DO IN THE 
WORLD

READY FOR ANYTHING
OUR ALUMNI TELL US THIS PROGRAM PREPARES THEM FOR SUCCESS IN EVER-EVOLVING 
PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENTS.



MICHELLE VORCE

CELINA COPPETTI

ON SECOND THOUGHT - EXPLORING THE INTERFACE BETWEEN PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL

CREATORS LEAGUE - A GATHERING PLACE FOR CREATIVES

FOOD SYSTEMS DINNER
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JOEL NEWMANPORTLANDREPAIRFINDER.COM



AMANDA SCHURR

CITIZENRY: TEMPORARY URBAN SPACES. WORK BY KATIE MAYS

DESIGN FOR WORK - A TOOLKIT FOR WORK SCENARIOS
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BUILDING WORTH - AN EXPLORATION OF EXCESS, VALUE & MEANING THE JUNIPER PROJECT - GROUP PROJECT BY THE 2016 COLLABORATIVE DESIGN COHORT
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PNCA’s MFA in Collaborative Design and MA in Design Systems start with the end in 
mind: to produce creative leaders who can make a difference in business, government, 
and non-profit sectors. Students, faculty, partners, and clients work together on complex 
problems using a collaborative, systems-based, human-centered approach.

The world is becoming increasingly complex. Industry, 
society, and the environment cannot be understood 
or influenced separately. We take on the big issues—
resource depletion, energy and climate change, emerging 
technologies, demographic shifts, equity —in a project-
based format with key partners, preparing students to 
tackle complex problems at multiple scales using a variety 
of design techniques.

Our curriculum takes students through current and 
emerging knowledge sets, including systems thinking, 
problem identification, stakeholder engagement, scenario 
planning, collaboration, visual facilitation, brainstorming, 
design research, rapid prototyping, cultural 
entrepreneurship, and creative leadership.

Classes are held in the late afternoon and evening to 
accommodate early- and mid-career creatives who want 
to hone their design skills to drive positive change while 
continuing to work.

Students work with the most creative professional minds 
in Portland, Oregon—a nexus of innovation—and access 
new technologies and partnerships via our faculty’s 
national and international knowledge networks.

Upon completion of these two-year programs, graduates 
leave with a project portfolio that demonstrates their 
ability to think critically and act entrepreneurially in 
rapidly changing environments. Graduates go on to launch 
successful initiatives, work for leading design agencies 
and nonprofits, create thriving design consultancies, and 
work in higher education.

COURSE

Critical Studies (3cr) 

Seminar (3cr) 

CD Studio I (3cr) 

Workshop (1cr) 

CD Studio II (3cr) 

Hallie Ford Studio (3cr)

Our project-based curriculum is preparing students to tackle complex problems at multiple scales 
using a variety of design techniques. Courses are often connected to each other through shared projects. 
We learn together in a cycle of discovery, doing, evaluation, and iteration. Topics adapt each year to 
local, regional, and global opportunities and concerns, as well as faculty and student interests.

Critical Studies courses enable students to understand 
and work with complex systems; approach design as 
an interacting set of actors, objects, and techniques; 
take initiative to make proposed design solutions a 
reality; and develop leadership skills that will maximize 
effectiveness with colleagues, stakeholders, and clients.

Seminars provide students with critical feedback on group 
and individual projects. Using theory, case studies, and in-
class projects, seminars explore current design research 
methods, collaboration and facilitation techniques, problem 
identification, stakeholder engagement methods, and 
culminate with a capstone project that launches students 
into the next stage of their creative career. Our seminars 
are highlighted by weekly Designed Futures talks.

Studios provide hands-on project experience in specific 
problem domains, working with clients, collaborators, 
and partners. Each studio facilitates a pattern of 
discovery, proposal, and build, where students 
are presented with or develop a design brief, and 

collaboratively create design solutions. In contrast to 
the MA, the MFA includes 20 additional studio credits.

Hallie Ford Electives are offered by PNCA’s seven 
graduate programs and broaden students’ skills 
in craft, code, theory, writing, print, and pedagogy. 
MFA students enroll in Critical Pedagogy which 
prepares them for teaching at the college level. 

Workshops build specific skills in fast-paced one-
credit studio intensives. The role of the workshop 
instructor is to bring domain expertise or a thoughtful 
plan for experimentation that allows students to acquire 
a set of skills, techniques, or way of working.

Independent Study and internships allow for exploration 
of topics not incorporated into the curriculm. Students 
work with the chair and community partners to craft a 
project proposal and resources to pursue a particular line 
of research, design, craft, or entrepreneurial activity.

CURRICULUM
FALL YEAR I

Systems Thinking 

Research + Insights 

Design Methods 

Design Sprint 

Design for the Long Now 

Hallie Ford Elective—Craft 

SPRING YEAR I

Design Ecologies 

Collaboration Facilitation 

Design Deliverables 

Visual Facilitation 

Strategy + Foresight 

Hallie Ford Elective—Teach 

FALL YEAR II

Cultural  Entrepreneurship 

Problem Identification 

Incubate + Accelerate 

Data Visualization 

Capstone Studio 

Hallie Ford Elective—Code 

MA Program -

SPRING II

Creative Leadership 

Capstone Seminar 

Launch 

Exploratory Design 

Capstone 

Hallie Ford Elective—Print 

MA IN DESIGN SYSTEMSMFA IN COLLABORATIVE DESIGN

PROGRAM COMPARISON

» For the early to mid-career creative 

» An immersive MFA program 

» Studio emphasis, terminal Masters 

» Mentored capstone project + thesis 

» Three afternoons / two evenings per week 

» Two years / 60 credits

› For the early to mid-career creative 

› An executive Masters program 

› Leadership / professional emphasis 

› Thesis only 

› One afternoon / two evenings per week 

› Two years / 40 credits

MFA IN 
COLLABORATIVE 
DESIGN 
/ MA IN 
DESIGN SYSTEMS
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RADICLE MAGAZINE 
Radicle magazine is an annual 

publication edited, designed, 

and published by students in 

the program. Germinating new 

perspectives on complex problems, 

the magazine captures and inspires 

design conversations about urban 

issues, particularly concerning the 

underrepresented and overexposed. 

radiclemag.com

DESIGN WEEK 
PORTLAND
Each year during Design Week 

Portland, we host programs, events, 

and an open house. A 2017 highlight 

was our workshop on Designing our 

Digital Privacy Ecosystem, which 

applied design thinking to create a 

digital ecosystem that considers ease 

of use and security.

CHAIR 
MFA IN COLLABORATIVE DESIGN
MA IN DESIGN SYSTEMS

 PETER  
SCHOONMAKER

PROGRAM 
HIGHLIGHTS

Peter Schoonmaker is Founding Chair 

of the MFA in Collaborative Design 

and MA in Design Systems at PNCA, 

the first programs in the United States 

to apply collaborative design thinking 

to real-world wicked problems. He 

comes to PNCA with a background 

in non-profit entrepreneurship and 

leadership, and has worked with 

conservation organizations, community 

groups, government agencies, and 

natural resource businesses to 

design mutually beneficial forest, 

fisheries, and watershed partnerships 

in the Pacific Northwest.

Peter is the founding president of Illahee, 

a non-profit organization that provides 

a forum for environmental innovators to 

exchange ideas and increase the rigor of 

public discourse around environmental, 

social, and economic systems. Past 

positions include Vice President of 

Interrain Pacific, Science Director of 

Ecotrust, and Board President of Opal 

Creek Ancient Forest Center, facilitating 

a process that permanently protected 

35,000 acres of ancient forest.

Peter has held positions at University of 

Massachusetts, Oregon State University, 

Willamette University, Portland State 

University, and Linfield College.

PhD Harvard University (Organismic  
and Evolutionary Biology)
BA Colorado College (Biology)

pschoonmaker@pnca.edu

For a full list of faculty visit: pnca.edu/graduate/fac/c/cd

OUR PEOPLE
These are just a few of the instructors and mentors who connect 

you with the greater Portland creative community.

DAVE LAUBENTHAL MFA ’13  
Sculptor, Entrepreneur, and  
Director of Creative Services at OMSI

DAWN NAFUS  
Senior Research Scientist at INTEL 
 
HOWARD SILVERMAN  
Principal at PATTERN LABS,  
Systems Thinker,  
and Environmentalist

JULIET MORAN  
Co-founder, Open Eye Art

SKYE MORET  
Data Visualizer at Periscopic

SOPHIA TZENG  
Lawyer, Non-Profit Leader, 
and Designer at XPLANE

DESIGNED FUTURES 
TALKS
We host a wide range of free public 

events throughout the year. Our 

signature events, Wednesday’s Designed 

Futures, are essentially high IQ happy 

hours. They bring students, faculty, 

partners, and Portland’s creative 

community together to engage with 

prominent visiting artists, designers, 

and social innovators. We work with 

partners like Design Week Portland, 

Design Research MeetUp, Illahee, 

Ecotrust, Sustainable Northwest, and 

others to bring provocative guests who 

are launching promising initiatives. 
 
PAST DESIGNED FUTURES
Chuck Collins + Rob Dietz
Daryl L Jones
Dan Wieden + Tricia Snell
Darcy Winslow
David Aycan
Gary Nabhan
Gregory Dees
Jay Harman
Michael Anton Dila
Rebecca Gates
Naomi Oreskes
Todd Khozein
Tsilli Pines
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PORTLAND, OREGON
PNCA is the only art and design 
college located in one of the 
most progressive cities in the 
U.S. Ecologically minded and 
environmentally progressive, 
Portland has long been a laboratory 
for designing a better future. Our 
programs are densely networked 
with the city’s non-profit and business 
leaders who teach with us, serve 
as mentors, give talks, and more.

Portland is an ideal city for making, 
living, and playing, where graduate 
students can take advantage of a range 
of cultural and natural resources. 
Portland is flanked by the Columbia 
River to the north, Mt. Hood to the 
east, the Pacific Ocean to the west, and 
the Willamette Valley to the south. 

Local cultural institutions such as 
Portland Institute for Contemporary 
Art, Portland Art Museum, Center for 
Contemporary Art & Culture, Yale 
Union, and Northwest Film Center 
present important contemporary 
art programming. Portland is 
also home to numerous creative 
industries and a thriving community 
of artists, designers, musicians, 
and writers with independent 
spirits and innovative mindsets. 

Portland’s cultural and environmental 
richness is enhanced by personable 
neighborhoods, an efficient public 
transportation system, delicious food 
offerings, and a temperate climate. This 
eminently livable city provides an ideal 
backdrop for a graduate education.

CAMPUS FACILITIES
AND RESOURCES
PNCA’s campus is centered on the 
tree-lined North Park Blocks in 
downtown Portland in a neighborhood 
that is home to most of the city’s 
art galleries and a concentration of 
design studios. PNCA’s Arlene and 
Harold Schnitzer Center for Art and 
Design is a 100-year-old former 
federal post office renovated with a 
striking, contemporary design that 
brings natural light into nearly every 
working space in the building. 

Every door is open to you. Our digital 
fabrication lab, housed within  
Make+Think+Code, as well as wood, 
ceramic, and metal facilities, large 
format digital labs, and media resource 
center are all available to support 
your explorations. Our print studio 
is one of the most comprehensive 
print labs in the country.

Centered around the glass-roofed 
atrium of our main building are 
galleries and common spaces: the 
Mediatheque theater for projection 
and performance; an elegant 
library; the New Commons flex 
space for exhibitions, conferences, 
projects, and events; plus six floors 
of classrooms, labs, and studios.
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ACCREDITATION
Pacific Northwest College of Art is a co-educational, 

non-denominational, independent college, providing 

professional education in the visual arts and 

granting the Bachelor of Fine Arts, Master of Arts, 

and Master of Fine Arts degrees. It is the oldest 

independent college of art in the Pacific Northwest. 

PNCA is an accredited institutional member of 

both the National Association of Schools of Art and 

Design and the Northwest Commission on Colleges 

and Universities. The Council on Postsecondary 

Education and the U.S. Department of Education 

recognize both institutional accrediting bodies. 

PNCA is a member of the Association of Independent 

Colleges of Art and Design (aicad.org).

NONPROFIT STATEMENT
PNCA is a nonprofit corporation authorized 

by the State of Oregon to offer and confer the 

academic degrees described herein, following 

a determination that state academic standards 

will be satisfied under OAR 583-030. Inquiries 

concerning the standards of school compliance 

may be directed to the Oregon Office of Degree 

Authorization, 1500 Valley River Drive, Suite 100, 

Eugene, Oregon 97401.

NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY
PNCA does not discriminate on the basis of 

race, color, age, religion, sex, physical disability, 

sexual orientation, or national or ethnic origin 

in the administration of its educational policies, 

admission policies, scholarship and loan 

programs, and other school-administered 

programs. The college admits qualified individuals 

without regard to race, color, age, religion, sex, 

physical disability, sexual orientation, or national 

or ethnic origin, to all the rights, privileges, 

programs, and activities generally accorded or 

made available to students at the school.

ADMISSIONS
PNCA accepts competitive candidates representing a wide range of 
disciplines and distinctly diverse backgrounds. Details regarding specific 
application requirements for each program can be found at pnca.edu/
grad/apply. All materials must be received by the application deadline to 
be considered for admission. Interviews take place roughly one month 
after the admissions deadline for each program. Applicants may apply for 
only one graduate program. All accepted candidates must submit a $350 
tuition deposit to secure enrollment and eligibility for class registration. 
pnca.edu/graduate

FINANCIAL AID
Complete the program application for admissions and submit a FAFSA form 
in order to receive priority consideration for federal (Federal Stafford Loans, 
Graduate PLUS Loans) and institutional aid. All accepted graduate students 
are eligible for merit scholarship funds, which are awarded based on the 
strength of the application. There is no separate application for scholarships. 
pnca.edu/financialaid  
fafsa.ed.gov

VISITING THE CAMPUS 
Graduate tours are by appointment only. Please call 503.821.8972 
or email admissions@pnca.edu to schedule a campus visit 
and learn more about our graduate offerings.

APPLICATION
DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 1

Application form

Application Fee $65

Resume

Two letters of recommendation

Official transcript from the institution 
granting applicant’s bachelor’s degree

Proposal essay

Portfolio with image index

Application requirements vary  
by program. Please see  
pnca.edu/grad/apply  
for specific requirements.

pnca.edu/graduate 
admissions@pnca.edu

COLUMBIA RIVER

HALLIE FORD  
SCHOOL OF  
GRADUATE STUDIES
AT PACIFIC NORTHWEST COLLEGE OF ART

The programs of the Hallie Ford School of Graduate 
Studies at Pacific Northwest College of Art celebrate 
and support the development of experimental, 
interdisciplinary, and collaborative creative practices 
through meaningful faculty-student relationships, 
engaging seminars, and mentor-guided studio practice. 

Students conduct original research and develop new ideas 
under the guidance of supportive arts professionals whose 
expertise is specifically attuned to the students’ areas 
of interest. These mentors work closely with students, 
individualizing their approach and acting as advocates, 
critics, and colleagues while encouraging students to 
continually broaden and deepen their critical investigations 
through research, experimentation, and exploration. 

This is an education that nurtures strong, intelligent, and 
motivated creative professionals who actively engage 
to create the kind of world they want to inhabit. 

LOW-RESIDENCY MFA IN VISUAL STUDIES
MA IN CRITICAL STUDIES
MFA IN APPLIED CRAFT + DESIGN 
(offered jointly with Oregon College of Art and Craft)

MFA IN COLLABORATIVE DESIGN
MA IN DESIGN SYSTEMS
MFA IN PRINT MEDIA
MFA IN VISUAL STUDIES
pnca.edu/graduate

PACIFIC
NORTHWEST 
COLLEGE OF 
ART
Pacific Northwest College of Art (PNCA) prepares 
students for lives of creative practice. Founded in 1909 
in Portland, Oregon, PNCA offers ten Bachelor of Fine 
Art (BFA) degrees, seven graduate degrees including 
Master of Fine Arts (MFA) and Master of Arts (MA) 
degrees, a Post-Baccalaureate residency, and a range of 
Community Education programs for adults and youth. 

pnca.edu
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